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SSD code SPS/03

Reference course SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL RESEARCH

Course type Laurea Magistrale

Credits 6.0

Teaching hours Ore-Attivita-frontale: 45.0

For enrolled in 2018/2019

Taught in 2018/2019

Course year 1

Language INGLESE

Curriculum TERRITORIAL DEVELOPMENT

Location

Semester Primo-Semestre

Exam type Orale

Assessment Voto-Finale

Course timetable https://easyroom.unisalento.it/Orario

BRIEF COURSE DESCRIPTION

The course will focus on the so-called Atlantic Revolutions, starting from the struggle for the Atlantic supremacy between France and United Kingdom and passing then to the American Revolution. The French Revolution and its relationships with the American constitutionalism allows then to explore the Haitian Revolution and the Bolivarian Revolutions in the Spanish America.

REQUIREMENTS

Good Knowledge of the English Language

COURSE AIMS

Good knowledge of the Age of the Democratic Revolutions

TEACHING METHODOLOGY

Lectures

ASSESSMENT TYPE

Oral exam

OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION

L’esame non prevede differenze tra studenti frequentanti e non frequentanti.

FULL SYLLABUS

The Age of the Democratic Revolutions; The Seven Years War; The American Revolution; The French Revolution; The Haitian Revolution; The Spanish America and the Bolivarian Revolutions
Per coloro che sostengono l’esame in lingua inglese il testo da cui preparare l’esame è:
For those who will take the exam in English language the book to study is:

Per coloro che sostengono l’esame in lingua italiana, i testi da cui preparare l’esame sono:
For those who will take the exam in Italian language, the books to study are:

Obbligatorio per tutti (compulsory):

più uno dei seguenti due libri, a scelta dello studente (together with one of these two books):